
Week 1 Summaries: 30/7/2018 

Introduction/ Welcome 

Discussion Posts 

- Post in your tutorial discussion board by 4pm the day prior to Tutorial 
- Thoughts/ evaluation/ assessment of reading in response to the question 
- Save original posts for own accessibility in later weeks  
- Can only see other class members posts once you have posted 

   

 

Week 2 Summaries: 6/8/2018 

Precariousness and Insecurity: Melinda Cooper 

Key Ideas 

• Whilst not a new concept, the precariat has developed unprecedently as a result of 
technological advancements due to economic and employment insecurity 

•  The precariat creates a sense of freedom and flexibility, when in reality, it enforces 
greater rigidity and worker devotion to labour 

What is it? 

- Political word 
- Insecure/ casual/ internship/ permanent temping 
- Lacks social rights/ conditions= social and economic insecurity 
- Encompasses low and high skill workers e.g independent contractors: doctors OR cleaners 
- Results in: “status discord” (Standing, p. 16) 
- Lead to overwork: not necessarily sufficient at any given time 
- Recently= higher status workers introduced into precarious work  

Why does it matter? 

- Increased since 80’s and become the norm 
- Political concern: consumer profits at risk = “dangerous class” attracted to populist 

movements (Standing, 1) 
- In Australia 25% of workers are casual (ABS) 
- In Australia 15-24 age category +50% workers are casual (ABS) 
- Stats don’t even include independent contractors- realistically higher 
- In ‘gig’ economy (Uber) workers are responsible for own work conditions  
- No workforce accountability 
- Lack of security = volatile to extreme views 

Demographics 

- Younger workers make up most of demographic  
- Traditionally women were more likely employed on casual basis 
- Relatively: women’s casual work down and men’s up= distance is narrowing 
- Questions around developing ‘feminisation’ of the work force- backlash from MRA’s 
- Hospitality workers = 79% are employed on casual basis 
- Increasing number of highly skilled workers in precarious workforce 



- Higher rate of permanent casualisation -> irregularity  

The Precariat: Guy Standing 

- Precariat united not by quality but new work conditions  
- Collectivisation of workers on this basis 

What went before 

Fordism 

- 1945-1975 
- Mass production and standardisation 
- Industrial model= model for stable capitalism 
- Pay workers enough money for them to buy the produced goods= less alienation 
- Long term security and social protections= benefits for company 
- Created predictability for sector of workforce  
- Working class-> converging to middle class through welfare and standardisation 
- Security depends on exclusion though (women, racial minorities) 
- Living wage= family wage 

White Australia Policy (WAP) as Protection for White Working Men 

- Keep out low cost threat to working conditions 
- Australian Aboriginals at 66% of white man’s wage (existing alongside WAP) 
- Until 1966 = compulsory reduction to Aboriginal wages 
- WAP maintained until Whitlam 1973 

Post- Fordism 

- 1975-> 
- Workers become too militant and manufacturing giants off shoring work as lower cost 
- Development of ‘neo-liberalism’= ideological counterpart: encourages trade union power 

and flexibility 
- Service sector expanding in workforce 
- Developing Women’s rights movement: women moving into non-traditional roles  

Precarious work V Standard Employment 

- Lacking social conditions and employment/ economic conditions 
- Higher wages at times (variable) and own accountability for work= own enterprise 
- Cost of employment returns to the workers e.g no insurance, paying for own training  

Job insecurity: de- standardisation of time 

- Boredom and homogeneity= critique of Fordism 
- Precarious work rigidity of choices: ironically can’t afford to say as work is unpredictable  
- Work and leisure time merge together 

Impact on class and status 

- Distinctions between class in Fordism are clear 
- Precarious: convergence of middle class but realistically quite extreme ends of wealth 
- Status becomes less dependent on class or economic gain  
- Example: worker has PhD but economically unstable/ not earning the equivalent  

New class divisions: Guy Standing 

Effects: 

• PLUTOCRACY- 1% Super Citizens: circulate in bubble 

• POLITICAL ELITE- Serving plutocracy 

• SALARIAT- long term security and high wages (this sector diminishing) 

• PROFICIANS- contractors/ consultants (have elements of precariousness) 

• OLD PROLETARIAT- Industrial working class 

• THE PRECARIAT- dominant in Australia- as discussed (not same as 20th C working class) 

• LUMPENPRECARIAT- no relation to employment (homeless) 



- Seeing a return to 19thC Industrial revolution situation- precarity as norm as the ‘surplus 
population’ – the “dangerous class” (Marx) -> parallels drawn between this and precarious 

Education 

- Democratisation of higher education  
- Expectation of higher degree even to join the precariat 
- Creating space for interesting political activism 
- Discord status (Standing) becomes rampant in regard to educational status  

 

Week 3: 13/8/2018 

Service and Emotional Labour: Melinda Cooper 

Key Points:  

• Developments in dominant commercial sector result in a more difficult to define and 

relational sector made up of interpersonal engagement 

• Precarious work tends to expose workers to higher level of exploitation, particularly when 

considering personal investment to creative labour  

• The democratisation of higher education and changing landscape of consumer demands 

and consumption has resulted in a status discord and incongruity between qualification 

and stability  

Marx on Service Labour 

- His focus is on factory work rather than service roles 

- Theories of Surplus Value: productive work extends beyond personal services 

- Therefore, all forms of service labour considered “productive labour” with profit 

- Parallels with notion of emotional labour 

What is Service Labour 

- Encompasses wide range of work: not new but category excluded from trad. Definitions 

- Now largest sector of economy 

- Interrelation components rather than tangible outputs of work  

- Value produced through relationship  

- Includes symbolic/ cognitive workers (IT workers) 

Response to multiple social changes 

- Crisis of profitability and mass manufacturers 

- Generalisation of “white collar work” – more important with mass consumption  

- Democratisation of higher education 

- Return of married women to workforce: highly stratified (pink collar work) ‘feminisation’ 

Service Sector as stratified 

- According to: 

• Wage 

• Gender 

• Professional Status 

- Sharp divisions of labour in each sector (nurses and doctors) resulting in pay divisions 

- Divisions between home labour furthered  

- Outsourcing of house work (early childcare, cleaners) 

Theoretical Approaches to Service Labour: Arlie Hocschild 

- “Emotional labour” and focus on air hostesses (although social mobility) - feminised work  

- Interested in ‘pink’ collar work  

- Emotional labour in feminised workforces as gendered and racialised 



“What is required in these forms of service labour is a ‘smile, a mood, a feeling or a relationship” (Hocschild 

1983, p. 19) 

- Smile as an essential commodity 

- Relationships of behaviour specific to pink collar labour 

- Emotion as irrelevant in prior analysis of production as work viewed as only quantifiable 

- Now harder to measure service and thus the notion of emotional labour 

How does Emotional labour get measured? 
“The emotional style of offering the service is part of the service itself…seeming to ‘love’ the job becomes part of the 

job” (Hocschild, The Managed Heart, pp. 5-6) 

Emotional Labour V Industrial Labour 

- Emotional labour not quantifiable but qualitative  

- Industrial labour: split mind from body: no cognitive or emotional investment 

- Emotional labour: full investment in self in work  

“In processing people, the product is of state of mind” (Hocschild, p. 6) 

How do we account for disconnection in emotional workers? 

- Industrial: alienation 

- Emotional: “requires one to induce or supress feeling in order to sustain the outward countenance that 

produces the proper state of mind in others” (Hocschild p. 7) 

- Drawing on an authentic or true sense of self= exploitation of the personal  

- BUT can we distinguish authentic from the inauthentic  

- Method of acting/ emotional dissonance  

Creative Labour: Angela McRobbie 

- Element of service labour developed and promoted in 90’s (Paul Keating) 

- Government capitalisation on humanities/ design/ artistic subjects for revenue 

- Integrate into national economy through domestic and overseas markets 

- Exploitation of workers and culture  

- Increase in diverse expression (racial/ gender/ sexual diversity) 

The economic value of culture: creative economies 

- Monetisation of culture 

- Not just elite culture (as previously) but all sectors of creativity 

- Recuperating marginal cultures of 70’s and bringing to commercial level  

- Emergence in caricature: Hipster 

- The hipster as a subculture arising as already monetised and in process of gentrification  

- Now questioning: are subcultures and marginalisation possible: OR are they extended 

through economic exploitation? 

Creative Labour as Middle-Class Aspiration 

- Response to criticism of standardisation/ monotony/ alienation 

- Desire for greater involvement of self and creativity in work 

- Higher education and profitability of arts/ humanities  

- Form of middle class aspiration but with no security -> precarious  

Status Discord 

- Entanglement between capture and desire (McRobbie, p. 37) 

- High status of workers (through education) of ‘lower’ class 

- Creative workers at high levels of exploitation and precariousness 

- Not necessarily correlation between stability and qualification  

Foucault and Governmentality 

- Creativity as form of governmentality: exploits aspirations and desires (insidious) 

- Higher levels of exploitation because of high personal investment 

Paradoxes of Creative Labour 



- Involves activities workers would’ve pursued anyway – now just as a career 

- Blur between life and work 

- Open to super exploitation because of personal investment 

- Involves direct personal interaction: creating own audience 

- Peculiar forms of exhaustion-> psychological and emotional dissonance 

Review Exercise  

- DUE 4.00pm Thursday August 23rd  

- STRUCTURE: Intro->Explain->Outro (400 words) 

- Find 4 additional resources to include in reference list (not in paragraph) 

- Be sure to reference and cite in exact HARVARD -> see Library website for details  

- Requires an essay title 

- Make an evaluation of the concept  

 

Week 4: 20/8/2018 

Racial Difference: Nadine Ehlers 

Key Points 

• Race as a socially constructed and ongoing process 

• Race as a historically underpinned system of beliefs 

• Race perpetuated through meaning and structure  

Childish Gambino- ‘This is America’ 

- Addressing race/ privilege 
- Reveals different ways in which race still matters: black performance, commodification 

and hidden nature of racial violence 
- Race as continuing to structure society and societal divisions 

What do we mean by race- how is it constructed? 

- Highly contested term 
“What we call ‘race’ is an invention not of nature but of social institutions and practices” (Graves 2002) 

- Defining race is contextual: cultural production 
“Socio- historical concept” (Omi and Winant, 11)- changing over time (page numbers are not precise) 

- Constructed through relationships of power and privilege- feedback loop 
- Continued through constructions of race perpetuated by those in power  
- Concepts of race are rooted in culture and moments- affected by religion, science, 

politics, movement of civilisations  
How is it used 

- As a method of categorising and differentiating peoples  
- Produces social groups AND the beliefs about those groups -> constructs society 

How race has developed  

- Process where racial meaning attached to people where there was no meaning  
- Ideological process – used to explain difference and visual difference used to bolster  
- Racialisation as a Western process: ideologies perpetuated by dominant cultures 
- Late entry into English language 1520-> ‘group’ or ‘type of people’  
- Explorations of world increasing contact between people= race understood in context of 

contact in ‘new world’ explorations  
- Race used to classify as a European project using religion and science 
- Becomes a product of human thought 

Historical ideas of race (European perspective) 

- Not viewed as static or innate 
- Thought to be changeable and therefore assimilation possible 




